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The Vision

A researcher in Amsterdam from his desktop computer can:
 do a single sign-on with local authentication, and then:
 search for, find and obtain authorization to use corpora in 

Utrecht, Prague and Berlin
 select the precise dataset to work on, and save that selection
 run semantic analysis tools from Budapest and statistical 

tools from Nancy over the dataset
 use computational power from the local or national computing 

centre where necessary 
 save the workflow and results of the analysis, and share 

those results with collaborators in Oxford, Vienna and Zagreb
 discuss and iteratively adopt and re-run the analyses with 

collaborators







CLARIN technical work

Promoting collaboration and interoperability between 
European language resource repositories, particularly in 
relation to:
 Persistent identifiers
 Component metadata
 A trust domain and a service provider federation
 Service centres
 Virtual collections
 Standards and best practices
...and more!
See the CLARIN Short Guides at http://www.clarin.eu/



A cautionary note...

CLARIN is building a research infrastructure for the use of all 
researchers in the Humanities and Social Sciences, and 
beyond, but NOT for computer scientists. We can have few or 
no expectations about technical expertise and support.

Are GRID services sufficiently mature and user-friendly for us?



Requirements

Service providers
Persistent identifiers
Single sign-on
Trust federation
Web services 
Resource discovery 
Resource preservation
Monitoring of service availability
Brokering and accounting compute resources



Requirements

Service providers existing and emerging
Persistent identifiers EPIC handle service
Single sign-on national identity federations
Domain of trust CLARIN initial federation
Web services RESTful web services
Resource discovery our own metadata sets, OAI-PMH
Resource preservation separate centre policies
Monitoring of service availability ?
Brokering and accounting compute resources ?



CLARIN Centres

Perhaps our biggest concern is the sustainability of the 
centres that provide the CLARIN services. 

What can we do to embed our centres more firmly in 
national and European infrastructure to make them more 
sustainable?



Virtual research communities

CLARIN does not serve one community. Some thoughts on 
how the Humanities and Social Sciences might be different...
 Groups of potential users are not easily classified as virtual 

research communities
 A “project” might be a life's work
 Legal and ethical restrictions apply to many datasets
 Tools are not necessarily associated with particular 

resources, subject domains or research activities
 'Multilingual research' can mean discrete domains of 

monolingual research
 humani nil a me alienum puto: the objects of study are 

largely outside of our repositories and are potentially 
boundless



Thank you for your attention
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